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Every day Qs:

Are you enjoying the 
conference?

Have you had a good day 
so far?

Which session(s), have you 
enjoyed most at the 

conference, and why?

How was your day?

Which questions get the ‘best’ responses?

Are you having a lovely 
birthday?

Did you get some nice 
presents? 

How are you spending your 
birthday? 

What’s the best present you 
got?  

In class, on the phone 
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Asking a question is the 
simplest way of focusing 
thinking.

EDWARD DE BONO 
[Maltese philosopher & author]

“
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The teacher as “Professional Question maker”
Questions about questions … 

• What sorts of Qs do we ask in class?    ... And HOW?
• What Qs are used in course books?
• What Qs are Students asked in exams?

Are we providing our Ss with the 
best possible learning experience?

• Are we focusing clearly on language? 
• Do we give Ss ‘space’ to express themselves? 
• Are we involving all our Ss appropriately?
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Recipes …

If we know exactly 

what we do, then we 

have a much better 

chance of being able to 

improve it.
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Giving choice  
Using questions tactfully  
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Giving choice in the classroom
Handing over control: empowering students

• “We have these 3 tasks to do. Which shall we do first?”
• “Shall I play it again?” [the recording] 

• “About the test: shall we do it on Friday or Monday?”
• “Look at the 5 questions. Choose 2, and answer them.”
•
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Question types – Linguistic Form
Closed / Y/N / Polar Qs          Open / Wh- / Divergent Qs

What did you do 
last weekend?  

Did you have a good 
weekend?  
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Question types – Linguistic Form
Involving and motivating Ss Open  /  Wh-

Divergent Qs
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Question types – Linguistic Form

GRAMMAR SPOT
1 Look at the future forms in these sentences from the 
conversation: 

It’s on my list. I’m going to buy some. 
Good idea! I’ll get a loaf. 

In each sentence when did Ben make his decision? 
Before speaking, or at the moment of speaking? 

Closed  /  Y/N  
Polar Qs

Headway, Intermediate U5
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Question types – Linguistic Form
Open / Wh- / Divergent Qs?   or Closed / Y/N / Polar Qs?

• Give you facts
• Are easy and quick to answer
• Check students’ knowledge
• Keep the control with the questioner

• Give you opinions and feelings
• Elicit longer answers
• Ask the respondent to think and reflect
• Hand over control to the respondent 

Closed  /  Y/N  
Polar Qs

B

A

Open  /  Wh-
Divergent Qs
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Question types – Functional 

JONATHAN – Gifts; quantifiers (containers; packaging etc.)

1.What did you get for your birthday? 

2.What other things do people get for their birthdays? 

3.Look at this word [necklace]. How many syllables does it 

have? Where’s the stress?   

Which Q(s) does the teacher know 
the answer to?   

Display Questions Referential Questions

International House Teacher Training DVD series, Jonathan Stoddart
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Question types – Functional 

“How many syllables does it have [necklace] ?”

Display Questions

Referential Questions

• require	learners	to	provide	info,	or	give	an	opinion
• focus	on	content	(not	language)
• the	T	doesn’t necessarily	know the	answer

• designed	to	check	students’ knowledge	/	comprehension
• the	teacher	already	knows	the	answer	

“What did you get for your birthday?”
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A “lesson of questions”

Lead-in / warm-up activity  
Brainstorm a topic / Ask Ss their opinions 
Elicit a wide range of contributions

Closed  /  Y/N  
Polar Qs

Open  /  Wh-
Divergent Qs

Text comprehension Qs
‘Noticing’ language in a text
Matching words / phrases
Gap-fill activities
Language clarification
Concept check Qs

Personalisation (of language)
Ss relate to / reflect on the topic
Ss use new language to ask/answer Qs  
Freer speaking; Ss take control / ’own’ language

Open  /  Wh-
Divergent Qs

Referential Qs

Display Qs

Referential Qs
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How do YOU ask Questions?
How do we involve our students appropriately? 
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Wait time
How long do you wait after asking a Question?
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Facts about Questions
Survey in USA; all subjects:

1. On average, a Teacher allows less than 1 second wait time.

2. Trained Teachers allow 3-5 seconds’ wait time.

3. Teachers give stronger students longer to answer Qs.

True or False?  

Rowe, M.B. (1974) 
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• more students are able to answer

• more answers are accurate

• the length of student responses increases

• weaker students are more likely to respond.

Facts about questions
If you wait   l o n g e r  , ...  

Give students more time!

Rowe, M.B. (1974) 
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Questionnaire: how do YOU ask Qs?
< - - - Never – Sometimes – Usually – Always - - - > 

1. I ask a mix of individual / open-class Qs. 

2. (in this order) I nominate* a S, and then ask the Q. (*name)

3. If a S doesn’t understand, I immediately rephrase the Q.

4. I immediately acknowledge if an answer is correct or not.

5. I let Ss write down their ideas before they say anything. 

6. I ask Ss to discuss ideas in pairs before they answer.

U [usually]
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1. I ask a mix of individual / open-class Qs. 

2. (in this order) I nominate* a S, and then ask the Q. (*name)

3. If a S doesn’t understand, I immediately rephrase the Q.

4. I immediately acknowledge if an answer is correct or not.

5. I let Ss write down their ideas before they say anything. 

6. I ask Ss to discuss ideas in pairs before they answer.

Questionnaire: how do YOU ask Qs?
Choose one that interests you: discuss it in pairs.  
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Getting students to think more deeply
Inspiring & involving out students; personalisation

Solutions, Intermediate 
“Visions of the future”

U5E
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Solutions, Intermediate, U5E 
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Solutions, Intermediate, U5E 
2. Which one do you think is 
most likely to come true?

3. Match opinions
4. Match verbs + nouns
5. Complete sentences 

6. In your opinion, which 
expert’s prediction is the most 
optimistic / pessimistic? Why?

7. Make 3 predictions about 
the world in 50 years’ time. 
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Solutions, Int. U5E
What sorts of Qs are they? Open / Closed; Display / Referential?

1. Describe the pictures.
2. Which one do you think is most likely to come true?

6. In your opinion, which expert’s prediction is the most 
optimistic / pessimistic? Why?

7. Make 3 predictions about the world in 50 years’ time. 

3, 4, 5: text Qs; match verbs + nouns; complete sentences 

Which Qs require deeper thinking / engagement?
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Solutions, Int. U5E
What are Ss really being asked to do?   

1. Describe the pictures.
2. Which one do you think is most likely to come true?

6. In your opinion, which expert’s prediction is the most 
optimistic / pessimistic? Why?

7. Make 3 predictions about the world in 50 years’ time. 

3, 4, 5: text Qs; match verbs + nouns; complete sentences 

label / recall  predict

describedraw conclusions 
understand interpret
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Bloom’s Taxonomy & critical thinking
Encouraging deeper, more meaningful responses  

← Higher order thinking

← Low order thinking
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Asking questions is ‘‘one of the 
basic ways by which the 
teacher stimulates student 
thinking and learning”.

ASCHNER, M. J. 

“
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Critical Thinking /  Student exams 
Understanding exam Qs; preparing our Ss better!
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Critical Thinking /  Student exams 
Cambridge, FCE Speaking, Part 2 – photos

Different places to shop 
for clothes

- Compare the 
photographs

- Say why you think 
people would choose 
to shop in these 
different places.
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Critical Thinking /  Student exams 
Euroexam, B2 Reading, Task 3 – multiple choice
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The teacher as “Professional Question maker”
Answers to questions … 

• Classroom Qs: what can we improve?  
• Course book / exam Qs: understand their purpose!

Provide our Ss with the 
best possible learning experience!

• Ask the right Q. at the right time, & in the right way
• Focus clearly on language
• Enable Ss to express themselves with new language
• Involve and challenge our Ss appropriately
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“a professional question maker”
What next?  rachelappleby.edublogs.org
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“a professional question maker”
What next? An action plan! rachelappleby.edublogs.org
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“a professional question maker”
Record your questions! rachelappleby.edublogs.org
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Good questions inform, 
great questions transform.  

KEN COLEMAN 
[American Sportscaster]

“
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The Teacher as 
“Professional Question Maker”

Sharpening our questioning skills 

Thank you! 
Rachel Appleby
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